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The Bamboo Plant Care Book discusses everything you need to know about growing and caring for

bamboo. Learn about the bamboo plant types, growing bamboo plants, bamboo care, indoor

bamboo, growing bamboo indoors, clumping bamboo, transplanting bamboo, bamboo seeds, and

even popular bamboo crafts such as flooring, fencing, blinds, and much more. If you have ever

wanted to grow this beautiful and useful plant yourself, you really need to purchase this book, which

tells you everything you need to know about its uses and benefits as well as how to grow and care

for it. It has been described by many as the Bible of Bamboo plant care. Some additional topics

covered in the book are as follows: How to choose the right bamboo type The difference between

running and clumping bamboo and their benefits How and when to plant the different species of

bamboo Best propagation method for different types of bamboo plants How to grow bamboo indoors

What the various parts of the bamboo plant can be used for How to care for bamboo plants How

bamboo can benefit you How to use bamboo for decorative purposes like landscape gardening How

to easily create a windbreaker or privacy hedge using bamboo The benefits of bamboo to the

environment The best types of indoor bamboo to grow in offices and homes When to prune your

bamboo plant What heights the various varieties of bamboo grow to The Bamboo Plant Care Book

gently guides you through the process of where to buy the plant; the advantages of the different

ways of growing it, from growing to seeds to splitting the culms; and even the advantages and

disadvantages of using running versus clumping bamboo. Then you learn exactly how to plant the

bamboo. Many people feel worried about how much water to give it, but The Bamboo Plant Care

Book reassures you and guides you through the entire process so that all your worries and

questions are addressed!
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Honestly, anyone could've written this. I was looking for some expert advice, and I felt like this was

an elementary research project fueled by no actual hands-on experience. If you're seriously

interested in growing bamboo, I am sure there are better books out there.

Basic information, much of which can be found on the internet readily. None of the pictures show

properly in the Kindle edition and there are frequent page repeats which make reading frustrating.

a little scattered but lots of great info

I live in Brisbane Australia and am considering buying bamboo for my property .After reading the

reviews I thought that this book would be useful to help me select a variety of bamboo from those

available in Queensland nurseries appropriate for my soil type and property orientation.I am very

disappointed with this book.This book took me 30 minutes to read.It is repetitious on well known

facts about bamboo and doesn't give you much new that you couldn't get by doing 30 minutes of

internet research.It needs editing and is poorly structured .Diagrams and illustrations on propagation

and samples of plants and environments in which they grow are poor.You could summarize this

book as follows ;"bamboo grows fast,needs good drainage and plenty of water and has a shallow

root system.It is pretty ".If you know that much you don't need this book.Is it possible to give half a

star?

ok

This book was a revelation! I have been interested in bamboo furniture since childhood (hooked by

my mom) and have over time become a collector of the same. But the caring piece was missing,

and once I laid my hands on this one, my life has become infinitely easier. A must read for the truly

passionate about the subject matter ...
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